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INTROOTJCTION
The Project
History
"The Utilization of Aluralmain find Aluminujn Products in
Painra Etiildings and Equipment", '^rojoct 1011, has been an
active program at the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station
since Hapoh 1, 19ij.7« At that time the Aluminum Company of
America made a grant«<in-aid to the station for a three-year
research proerara in the field of farm stmxctures*
In 19i|.8 and 19l|.9 the study of the withdrawal resistance
of roofing nails was carried on as a part of tliis project,
and during the past year work on the resistance of aluminum
sheet metal to rupture by various types of roofing nails
was ca^ rled on under this same program.
Purpose
Project 1011 was started with the objective in mind of
determining the most effective ways of utilizing aluminum
and aluminum products on the farm. Prior to the second
world war, aluminum was on the market only In a limited
number of products, Purinc and after the war, the produc
tion of aluiTiinum increased to the extent that it now is ono
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of the most Importcuit metals used In the nation.
Aluminmn finds its greatest use In zniral areas as a
roofing and siding material for farm buildings. In many
oases9 immediately after the war, farmers purchased aluminum
only because steel was not available. If aluminum Is to be
come a permanent product on the market, it will have to
render service wliioh Is comparable or superior to other com
peting, materials.
It is with this thou£;ht in mind that the study of de
termining the rupture resistance of sheet alxuninum to various
types of roofing nail heads was tmdertaken. Intensive
studies by Landis I>. Boyd (i;) and William T. Robison (22)
have been conducted on the withdrawal resistance of dif
ferent roofing nails. Obviously the withdrawal resistance
of a roofing nail does not have to exceed thv resistance of
the sheet aluminum to rupture by the nail head. This state
ment is made with the assumption that the problem of nail
creep does not demand a higher wlthdra./al resistance. The
ideal condition would be one in which the >;ithdrawal re
sistance and rupture resistance would be equal. Such a
condition can be created in two weys. The first of these is
by increasing the thickness of the sheet aluminum or improv
ing its composition until it has the desirable rupture
resistance and the second is to keep the tlilckness and
composition of the sheet metal constant while determining
-3-
the desirable oharacterlstlos of a nail head which will give
the sheet aluminum a laaximum resistance to inipture. The
latter of these received primary sonslderation in this study.
Review of Literature
History of aluminum
The first use of heavy metals, other than the precious
metals, dates back several thousands of years* According
to Reynolds (21,p« 15) $ man used heavy metal in making
weapons, cooking pots, implements for working the soil, and
other tools to help him live in his crude environment many
centuries before the year 1 A»D. No one seems to know ex
actly when the lirst heavy metal was discovered or produced,
but the traces left by man during the Middle A^^es indicate
that heavy metals have been in use almost since antiquity.
The story of aluminum, one of the li^ht metals, is
not shrouded In history since It was first discovered and
produced less than a century and a half ago by a Danish
scientist named Hans Christian Oersted. The scientists of
that time were aware of the existance of aluminum, but no
one waa able to isolate the metal until Oersted made his
discovery in 1825* The procedure used was that of heating
a mixture of aliiminum chloride with potassium amalgam.
This process did not prove to be very successful since several
years later a Gorman scientist, Fred rick Wohler, attempted
to produce altaainum by this same method but failed. By using
metallic potassium as a substitute for the amalgam used by
Oersted, Wohler discovered another way of producing aluminum.
Although W6hler and Oersted had discovered the secrets
for aluminum production, the amounts which could be produced
were very smo-ll and the cost of production was high* It was
not until the time of Napoleon III that the manufacture of
alumintuii took another step forward. Reynolds (21, p. l5)
states tliat Napoleon saw in aluminum a metal from which to
make lighter more easily transported equipment for his armies.
As a result he employed Henri Salnte-Clalre Deville to find
a way of producing large quantities of aluminum at a low cost.
Deville was not successful in finding a new method,
but he did improve on the one used by Wohler and managed to
greatly reduce the cost of aluminum production. Concerning
Deville's accomplishments, Hobbs (12, p. 5) states as
follows i
Deville improved upon Wohler*s method by sub
stituting metallic potassium. Bars of his metal
(aluiTiinum) were exhibited at the Paris Exposi
tion in lo55» and commercial production was begun
at Glaciere, a suburb of Paris, in l856. The
price of aluminum was dropping. In 1^52, it had
been quoted at .^5^5 a potind. four years later
It sold for a pound, and in l8$9, for riil? a
pound. That year the world's production of the
metal was exactly two tons.
The modem elecrolytic process was discovered simul-
taneotisly in 1886 by an American scientist, Charles Martin
Hall, and by a French Scientist, Paul Louis Toussalnt
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Herotilt. Although the two men did not know of each other's
woFkf they aeoned to have had a lot In coBEiion# Both were
bom in the year I863, each made his discovery in 1866, and
both died in the year 1911i.» Their discovery cheapened the
process of making aluminum to such an extent that within a
Tew years tlw raetal began to sell for leas than one dollar
per po\ind.
Hall's success in discovering the electrolytic process
can be accredited to his untiring efforts. After trying
many types of puj'ely chemical tests, he finally turned to
electrolysis* But even after the first of these tests
failed. Hall's determination moved him on.
The success of Hall's discovery is described by Hobbs
(12, p. 7) as follows:
His will to succeed finally resulted in success,
and on February 10, 1886, he found that cryolite,
a sodium aluiriinum flouride mineral, when molten,
would dissolve alximinum oxide, or alumina, and
that the resulting solution would conduct elec
tricity. .'/ith this accomplished, he tried to
electrolyze the solution, but failed to obtain
any aluminum. He tried again, this time using a
carbon crucible. It workedl The aluminum oxide
had been broken down into its component parts of
aluminum and oxygen by means of the electric
current. It was on February 23* I886, that he
succeeded in making aluminum by a new process.
It was not imtil two years later that Hall was able to
interest someone in his discovery. In 1888^ the Pittsburgh
Reduction Company was organized to exploit Hall's new pro-
cess. This small or^;anization later became the Aluminum
Company of America.
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Heroult also had difficulty in exploiting the discovery
which he had made# Unfortunately, he did not fully realize
the value of his process and was further discottraged by M.
Pechlncy to whom Heroult looked for advice, Tlobbs (12, p. 10)
states as follows:
Unfortunately, one of the produoers of alvuninum
to whom the yoiing man (Heroult) looked for counsel,
i-U Pe'chiney, advised He'roult against attempting to
manufacture pure aluminxjm saying,: 'Alumintim is a
metal with limited :<iarketa and should you sell 11.
for 10 francs or 100 francs per kilo, you would not
sell one more kilo. Should you make aluminum bronze,
that would be a different matter, for substantial
quantities of the latter are used.'
As a result, Heroult did not aollow up his discovery of
the electrolytic process but instead tried to find a method
for making aluminum bronze*
Reynolds (21, p. 20) sums up the history of aluminum
in the following words:
The aluminum industry as we know it today was
foTonded not by accident and with no reasonable
amount of facility, but throuGh the steady per
severance of Charles Martin Hall and Paul Louis
Heroult who laid the cornerstone for an industry
which has put aluiainum among the five leading
metals today, reduced the price to approximately
II4. cents per pound, and inaugurated the light
metal a^e.
Manufacture of aluminum
Aluminum as it Is found in nature composes about one-
twelfth of the earth's surface. Even though it exists in
such abundance, it is never found in its pure state. Man
had discovered and was using many metals which are much
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more soaroe long before aluminum was even known to exist.
Although aluminum Ls found in many olays and silicates^
bauxite Is the principal or© mined for the production of
aluminum* Deposits are located in numerous states In the
nation, but Hobbs (12, p. 13) states that the raining of the
ore is carried on principally in Arkansas. Eecaus© of the
International situation and the limited natural deposits of
high quality ore in this nation, most of the bauxite ore now
being used is imported from Suriname, South America.
After mining, the ore is purified by the use of a sodium
hydroxide solution which dissolves the aluminum hydrate and
forms an aluminum hydroxide, A calcining process follows in
which all remaining impurities are removed and the final pro
duct is aluminum oxide, or almina as it is often called.
y^obbs (12, p. 17) explains that approximately two pounds of
bauxite ore are required to produce one poimd of aluminum
oxide, and for the production of one pound of pure aluminum,
two pounds of aluminum oxide and about 12 kilowatt-hours of
electricity are necessary.
Developments in recent years
During the second world war, the aluminum companies were
called upon to produce large quantities of this metal which
was so vital for ihe production of our aircraft. The aluminum
companies were successful in meeting this production challen£,e
and in a few years were producing record-breaking quantities.
Besides for the production of aircraft, aluminum alloys
were used for many other purposes In the armed forces.
-.8-
Sino© the metal was relatively light, it was given prefer-
eno© in the production of materials which had to be shipped
to our overseas forces. Its low specific gravity permitted
^greater volumes of the manufactured materials to be hauled
on our ti*ucks, shipped on trains, and moved on our ships#
Because of its desirable oharaot©i"'istios, aluminum was
selected for the construction of many military installations.
The aluminum sheet used was rolled 0»019 inches thick.
This material was not very strong but it did serve the
purpose if handled with care.
When the war ended, tha aluminum companies had to find
other markets to consume their aluminxam output. This problem
was quite simple since the farmers in the United States were
very much in need of roofing materials for their buildings.
The result was that the production of 0.019-inch sheet
aluminum was continued. Many farmers who were in need of
roofing materials purchases aluminum not because they pre
ferred it, but instead because they had no other choice.
The introduction of 0.019-Inch sheet altiminxim on
American farms has shown that alurainum, if properly used,
can become one of our most common roofing materials. The
only prerequisite for this possibility to become a reality
is that sheet altiminum must give equal if not superior service
under the same weather conditions as other competitive
roofing materials.
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History of the nail
History Indicates that man first began to use nails
3000 or more years ago« How these first nails were made
and for what they were used, Is not exactly known; but It
is known that nails have been serving man for many ages.
The history of the manufacture of nails in this country
can be traced baok to the eighteenth century# Undoubtedly
nails were manufactured before then but not on such a large
scale. Although nails today are made by mass production,
the manufacturing of nails in the eighteenth century was
a very slow and tedious process. Each individual nail had
to be processed by hand until it had the desired shape.
This occupation employed many farmers during the cold winter
months•
Swank (21^., p* 133) gives the following description of
the manufacture of nails In the early history of this
cotmtry.
The manufacture of nails was one of the household
industries of New England during the eighteenth
century. In a speech in Congress in 1789 Fisher
Ames said, *It has become common for the country
people in Massachusetts to erect small forges in
their chimney corners; axid in winter, and in
evenings, when little other work can be d)ne, great
quantities of nails are made, even by children.
These people take the rod iron of the merchant
and return him the nails, and in consequence of
this easy mode of barter the manufacture is pro
digiously great.*
Vogel (27» 13G) describes the early production
of nails In a very similar manner*
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Oolonlal farmers hand forged their nails during
the long winters. Nails then were prized posses
sions, hoarded and straightened for re-use, often
spent as money. Later, cut nails were made by
machine and since IQJO wire nails have been cold
drawn. Increasing mechanization has mad© nails
more hi£;.hly specialized, until today more than
1200 species of nails are produced for as many
different purposes.
The first nail-cutting machine was Invented by Jacob
Perkins of Newburyport, Massachusetts, in about 1750,
according to Swank (2^, p. 133)* machine was not
patented imtil 1795» Other similar inventions followed,
and the cutting of nails soon displaced the slow process
of hand forging.
The nail-cutting machines proved to be of valuable
service for only a half century before they were displaced
by machines making wire nails. The first of these was in
vented dxiring the middle of the nineteenth century by
William Hassail of New York. Although the wire nail was
not immediately accepted, the ease and speed with wliich it
could be made caused the wire nail to finally displace the
old cut nails. V^ith the development and periection of the
wire nail machine came the process of mass production which
put nails on the market In large quantities.
Development of the roofim-. nail
Roofing nails are manufactured for the specific pur
pose of applying roofing materials. This adaptation of the
ordinary nail requires that some minor changes be made in
-11-
order that the nail vjill be most useful lor the purpose
which it is to serve.
The first metal roofing nail was simply an ordinary
nail supplied with a cone-shaped lead washer to seal the
hole made in the metal by the nail and to cover the breaks
in the galvanization around the nail hole. The lead
washers could be purchased in bulk and were then attached
to whatever size nail was desirable.
The task of applying the lead washers proved so tedioxia
that many farmers refused to use them and consequently ap
plied their roofs with plain nails. This problem of properly
using the lead washera presented a challenge to the nail
manufacturers, and as a result they began to produce nails
with a lead encased head. These nails ^ave good sex^lce
and are still on the market, but the greatest objection to
their use Is the ease with whl?h the lead heads can be
knocked off when the n^iil is driven. This weakness in the
heads Is especially prevalent when attempting to drive the
nail through several thicknesses of sheet metal at the
various laps*
The most recent of the lead head nails is a new adapta
tion of the lead washer* The nail has a large head which
is semi-"encased with lead. The washer is attached to the
nail in the factory by pressing the lead firmly around the
bottom of the nail head. In driving this nail, the lead
remains unharmed because the hammer never strikes the lead
-12-
but Instoad makes direct contact with the bare steel nail
head.
Ideal sheet metal roorinpr nail
The lead head roofing nail has proven to be quite suc
cessful If its services are compared to those that were
rendered by the roofing nails which preceded it. However,
when the services of a lead head nail are compared with those
which would be expected of en ideal sheet metal roofing
nai.1, much is left to be desired. Tlois ideal nail is still
to be manufactured. If and whenever such a nail is made,
it should have the following, charactei-istlcs.
1, The nail must be manufactured strong enough so
that It may be driven without bonding or break
ing of the shank.
2, The head must be strong enough so that the nail«
after it is fully driven, can be withdrawn from
the girt without breaking the nail head.
3, The characteristics of the nail shank must be
such that the nail will never creep.
i+t The material from which the nail is made must
be resistant to corrosion or must have a
permanent coating of some non-corroding material.
5m The material from which the nail is made must
not product galvanic action with any sheet metal
roofing.
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6. The nail head must permanently seal the hole
made by the nail shank,
7. The nail head must protect the sheet metal
surrounding the punctured hole* This Is
especially true when galvanized sheet metal
is used.
Hew and experimental tyr)e3 of nail heads
Roofing nail manufacturers are constantly striving to
Improve their products and as a result new and experimental
nails are appearin£j on the market. Much work has been done
to improve the nail shank. But since this study Is not
particularly concerned with nail shank types, that subject
will not be discussed. Por information on the holding power
of different nails, the works of Boyd (1+) and Hoblson (22)
may be consulted.
Just as different shank types may be used on roofing
nails to them desirable holding characteristics, like
wise different types of heads may be used to obtain better
sealing qualities. As a result the iup or umbrella type,
the hood type, and the large plain head with synthetic
washers have a'>peared on the market.
One manufacturer has produced a washer with a metal top
and a layer of synthetic materials beneath it. The claims
made for t lis product a e that the synthetic material will
-lip
stick to the roof after the nail is driven. In this case
nail creep would not materially affect the sealing qualities
since the washer would adhere to th© roofing amterial and
still maintain a aeal with the nail shank,
Srni'^hetlc washers
Washers made from plain rubber, neoprene, and certain
types of mastic have been on the market In limited quanti
ties during recent years. The manufactxu'ers make very favor
able claims for their products, but whether the products will
live up to these claius is another question. The production
of at least on© type of mastio washer has already been dis
continued beoacuse the material rproved iinaatisfactory after
aging.
IJeoprene seems to be the most satisfactory material for
roofing nail washers. The Sheet Metal Worker (17» P# 6?)
makes the following claims for the synthetic washer.
Neoprene was selected for the application as the
composition most able to reta n high tensile
strengths and resiliency, without cracking, after
long exposure to radical alternations between heat
and cold, exposure to sunlight, ond oxidizing in
fluences. This characteristic of neoprene persists
even when the material Is under stress—a difficiilt
specification for any rubber to meet.
The author is somewhat doubtful of th© above claims be
cause some neoprene washers which have been In storage for
several years in th© Agricultural Engineering Department at
Iowa State College are so brittle that a person has difficulty
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In plaGln£, them on screw-shanked nails. These definitely
do not show very much resiliency or tensile strength. It
Is, of course, possible that the neoprene washers on the
market today are of a better quality.
Aluminum roofinp. nails
The Introduction of aluminum sheet r.'ofing on the farm
required that some roofing nail be manufactured which would
not react with the sheet aluminum. The most logical answer
was to produce an aluminum roofing nail« The aluminum
companies did that but enooimtered some difficulty in making
their nails substantial enoue;h to give rood service. This
dlfficxilty Is only natural, sln^:e any new product placed on
the market ulll more than likely have some wealcnesses.
Some aluminum nails were manufactured v/ith a lead en
cased head, but the permanence of this nail was questioned
because galvanic action could occur between the aluminum and
the lead. Because of this possibility, the lead head alum
inum nail isno longer produced. Today only synthetic
washors are recoimnended with aluminum nails.
The aluminum alloys used for producing nails immediately
after the second world war were 17S and These nails
were probably satisfactory, but the method by w'lich they
were produced was rather expensive. After the heading and
forming processes, these nails had to be heat treated before
they were ready for the market.
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Continued research by the alvmilnum companies soon over-
oamo this diffioulty. The progress mtvde is stated by Lloyd
(11^, p. 103) in the following manner.
Alcoa continuing its early investigation, developed
a special aluminum wire frc^m the alloy 61S«T^1, a
standard specification that is Jol<'3 uorked between
solution heat treatment and artificial a^^ing. The
wire has a tensile strength of about 55fOOO pai and
a yield strength of 5l»000 psi, whereas straiaht ulS-T
lias a tensile strength of about i4.5»000 psi and a
yield strength of 40,000 pal. 'yhis alloy, aacjrd-
ing to Aluminum Go. of America experiments, provides
the best corrosion resistance and can be heat treated
in wire form, yet easily formed in nail making
machines without head cracking of the naa.1 itself.
The aluminum nail has made reasonable pro^^ress during
the few years in which it has been on the market. Much re-
search, however, remains to be done before it will be able
to render services equal to those rendered by co:!ipotltive
nails now on the market.
Economics of aluminum and steel nails
The price of the aluminum nail Is still not such that
It can compete favorably vrith other nails on the market.
Lloyd (lii-, p. 103) sums up the situabion with the lollowing
statements.
While aluminum nails generally cost alout 12
time more per lb. than steel nails, there are
about three tlmos as many nails per unit weight,
bringing the nail for nail price ratio to about
3:1 In favor of steel nails. Olowever, compared
nith stainless a.ij other nonferrous type nails,
the price is a^ipreclably lower.
As long as the price ratio between steel and aluminum
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nails does not become more favorable, the latter will not
grow In popularity. At the present this condition is not
objectionable since much research remains to be i3one with
the altimlnum nail before it will £ive eqixal or superior
service to the other nails on the market, VHionever the
aluminum nail is developed to this extent, improvements in
the ifianufacturlng process may be advanced to such a stage
that a r-iore favorable price ratio will exist between the
aluminum and the ferrous nails.
General
Characteristics of aluminum
Sheet aluminum has very desirable che.ractorlstics for
construction purposes. The material is li{;ht, durable,
strong, fire resistant, and has a tilth reflectivity. It is
non-sparking and non-magnetic as well as non-toxic to food
or water v/ith which it may come Into contact. Aluminum has
a specific gravity of 2,7 which is approximately one-third
that of most ferrous metals. Its melting point is approx
imately 1217° Fahrenheit, and its atomic number and atomic
weight are 13 and 26.97 respectively.
Aluminum is very resistant bo weathering and corrosion
imder ordinary conditions. Although ^reat quantities of
t iis metal were ot used for farm structures prior to a
half decade ago, several instances can be cited where
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aheet aluminum has been In service for many years* Reynolds
Farm Institute (20, p. 7) cites the Chief Secretary's Office
building in Sydney, Australia, which had an aluminum roof
applied in l095« After i+O years of service, the roof was
still in sound condition.
Alxjminum has :in inherent characteristic which makes it
very resistant to deterioration. Upon exposure, a t'.aln film
of alumlntmi oxide quickly forms to cover the sheet. Tliis
formation, which Is permanent and non-soluble in water, con
tinues to become thicker for several years at a progressively
slower rate until the weather conditions finally have no
further effect on the underlying alumininn.
Although the metal is very resistant to deterioration,
it is subject to corrosion by some acLds and practically by
all alkalies. Concrete should never be placed in direct
contact with aluminum since serious 3orrosi;n will result.
Reynolds FaiTn Institute (20, p. 60) recommends that a liberal
coating of asphalt or mastic compound be applied between
sheet aluminum and concrete.
Galvanic action
Aluminum ranks rather high in the electromotive series
and hence is subject to galvanic action by numerous other
metals. This tyoe of electrolytic action is especially
prevalent when aliaminum Is in contact with copper. The
detrimental effects of steel and lead are somewhkt
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questlonable but aluminum manufaoturers reoommond that mastlo
compounds or asphalt be used between siu*faoes of alumlniam
and other metal parts,
VJrour:ht alloy des '.Anatlons
VJrought alloys are those metals which are ductile and
malleable enough to be lormed into desirable shapes without
cracking or breaking when the cominon metal .forking processes
are employed, i^iost of the \jrought alloys of aluminum are
produced by rolling, extmiding, drawing,, Eind forging. They
are designated by combinations of numbers and letters which
indicate the alloy, temper, and heat treatment, A simple
example from the Alcoa Structiiral Handbook (1, p. 9) Is a
good i 1 liastration.
T ie alloy most widely used in aliominum structures
is 61S-T6. The first number, "61", Identifies
the chemical composition; the letter "s" distinguishes
this as a wrought, rather than a c^ist product; the
letter "T" shows thi;.fc the metal has been heat treated
to increase strength; and the final "6" defines bh©
method of heat treatment.
The letter "0** In a wrought alloy designation indicates
that the metal was annealed, i.e., 52S-0. The letter is
used to Indicate the extent to which the material has been
hardened, Most other aluminum companies in
the nation follow a similar system of identifying their
products.
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Wind r>re3sure8
Inveati^ations by Test (25$ P* 3^) Indicate that a
maximtun negative wind pressure of 70.2 poiinds per square
foot may occur on a othic roof in a 1?^ mile an hour wind.
Fenton and Otis (9) at Kansas State College conducted wind
tunnel tests on model barns with gambrel, gothic, and ^ablu
roofs. They found that the maximum pressure which could
occur was a negative one which would result ir a large bam
door facing the wind were left open. AcoordLng to their
method of calculatl >n, the ra&xiitmm possible pressure which
could occur in a 125 mile an hour wind would be 7I4.J!. pounds
per square foot. This figure is obtained by multiplying a
negative force coefficient of 1.9 by the velocity pressure
of the design wind.
Dryden and Hill (6, p. 730) conducted some similar re
search on mill buildings and found the maximum negative
force coefficient to b; 1.5* The resulting pressure for a
wind of 120 miles an hour on a mill buildinti completely en
closed and without a monitor is 55*2 pounds per square foot.
By using, the 1.9 negative force coefficient of Fenton and
Otis (9)j a IPO mile nn hour wind, and an open door in the
windward aide of the bull ing, a 68.5 pound pressure results
For a building with all doors closed under the same condi
tions the maximum negative coefficient for a geble type
poof was found to be minus 0#9« This occtu:»red on the root
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when the wind was perpendicular to the ond of the building.
Using this ooeffiolent, a maximum presstire of 32»$ pounds
per square foot is obtained.
The results of the several investigators mentioned
above show quite a disparity. A person can readily see th£it
much work remains to be done in the field of wind pressures
on faTTn buildings. At the present, a porson can probably use
the results of any of the above with rer.sonable success.
Effects of temperature change
Some researoh has been conducted by Pandya (18) on the
effects of temperature change on altuninxan sheet roofing.
The object of his study was to determine if hermal stresses
in sheet aluminum are sufficient to cause an elongation of
the hole through which the nail Is driven. If such an
elongation did occtir, the sheet metal would be more subject
to rupture by the nail head. In his conclusions, however,
Pandya (1^, p. 6y) makes the following remarks.
1. If aluminum corrugated sheets are properly
applied to a sound roof deck, sheets will
not tear around the nail h^les If the temper
ature differential is within 100° F»
2. The bearing stresses developed in the sheet
arotind the nails are not lar^^e enou^^h to
enlarge the nail holes to cause leaks in a
roof.
Previous nail and, sheet metal te^ts
Several people who have done research to detenrilne the
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withdrawal resistance of various types of roofing nails have
also done some work in determining- the resistance to rupture
of sheet metal to various types of roofing nail heads.
The first work of this type was done by Reaves (19,
p. 20). The process used by him is described below*
To find the rupture point a roofing nail was driven
through a piece of sheet steel and a force (to ex
tract the nail) was applied perpendicular to the
sheet. At 78 pounds the metal be^-an to bend and at
192 pounds the sheet pulled off leaving the nail in
place*
Several years later additional work was done by Giese
and Henderson (10, They used only three types of
nails with 28 gage sheet steel and then noted when the metal
deformed as well as vjhen it finally ruptured. The nail
heads used were of the plain lead encased type, the semi-
lead encased or washer type, and the cup or umbrella type.
The nails deformed the metal when a load range of 185
to 220 pounds was applied. The range of the metal rupture
was between 210 and 1|.95 pounds.
In 19i|.8, Boyd (Ij., p. Hi;) tested numerous nails with
various types of heads on 0.019 inch corrugated aluminum.
He did not state the sl2;e of corrugation tested nor the
composition and treatment of the sheet metcil. His observa
tions showed that the cup hei d was significantly superior
to all other heads. He states as follows:
On the basis (statistical analysis) the ouo head
was significantly superior to all other heads.
The flat head with no washer was significantly
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auperlor to the flat head with either the wed^e
type or the riat type washer.
It was observed that anything between the head
and Ihe sheet tends to wedge the hole larger
and promote failure. Lead washer and lead encased
heads sheared from the steel heads# This was
also true of some of the lead bell heads.
In 19li.9, Hobison (22, p. 112) did some similar teetlng;
with a group of roofing nails and 0-02^ and 0.032 inch
sheet aluminum. Information on his tests is also Incomplete
in that he does not state whether corrugated or flat sheets
were tested, nor does he specify the composition and t'le
treatment of the material that was used. He concludes that
the cup type head fitted with the neoprene washer is by far
superior to other head types.
Justification
RooflnR investment
The investment which American fanners have in their
farm building roofs is sufficient to justify much research
to make these roofs more pe manent. Nearly two decades ago,
Beniston {5» P* 9) stated that the estimated cost of rerooflng
all the buildings in this country would be five billion
dollars. Several years later Maze (15* P* ^1-05) stated that
the bill for excessive roof depreciation on farms due to
improper nails amounted to about 20 million dollars annually.
If the c^epreciation in roofing was already this staggering
-2)^.
sum two decades ago, it is certainly no smaller today.
Wind damage
Studies of wind damage to the roofs of Iowa farm build
ings for the past 20 years show no tendency that wind damage
is decreasing. The amount of daraa^.e occurring with any one
roofing material may be changing somewhat but the overall
trend shows an inconsistent rise. Studies made by Esmay (7)
show that approximately ll]. percent of the total roofing
damage in Iowa each year ia inflicted by wind on roofs
covered with sheet metal. This loss may not seem very sig
nificant until a person beplns to question the fact as to
why there should be any wind loss* Sheet metal when properly
applied ia practically immune to wind damage. Figure 1
shows the dollar damage to sheet metal roofi ^g which was
paid by one Iowa insurance company during the years indi
cated. Figure 2 shows the nxuaber of roofs on which damages
were paid during the respective years, The Infoi^mation for
the graphs was secured from the studies made by Estnay (?)•
The primary problem which must be overcome to secure
a reduction in the percent of total wind damage to metal
roofing is an educational one. The farmers must be taught
the importance of pr per methods of construction and appll-
cation or all the i provements In design and materials of
roofing nails and sheets will never prove their value.
Before the farmer can bo educated, however, someone must
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flrat determine the correct specifications for applyihg the
sheet metal. These tests of the resistance of alutninton
sheet metal to rupture by various typea of roofing nail
heads which were conducted in this project should help to
determine what the eventual specifications will be.
WInd records
Records of the U.S. department of Commerce (26) show
that the maximum gust velocities of wind recorded in Iowa to
date are in the range of 90 to 95 miles an hour# Hence, the
engineer must design for a minimum wind of 100 miles an
hour, and in order to have a larger factor of safety the de
sign for a 125 mile an hour wind would not be out of order,
Robison (23) reported a particular case in which sheet
aluminum was 'clown from the roof of a building during the
October 10, 1949# wind stom. The incident occurred on the
Howard County Experimental Tarm. l^esldents who witnessed
the stomm stated that the lead heads from th© oombilnation
shank nails fastening the material sheared off, and the alum
inum then easily pulled over the small sub-head. The nail^
ing pattern which had been used to fasten the aluminum
sheets was not specified.
Permanence of aluminum
The many good qualities of aluminum as a roofing and
siding material justify the reseat'oh which is necessary to
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determine its proper utillaation. Available information
on sheet aluminum indicates that the material may last in-
definitely. This statement certainly can ot be made for any
other metal roofing or siding material. A good example of
the permanence of aluminum sheet roofing Is found in Reynolds
Farm Institute (20, p. 6). It relates the following;
Aluminum's durability is such that time has not yet
affected it. One of the earliest domestic applica
tions, the alximinm cap on top of the Viachington
Monijment, was Installed in 1 olj.. V/hen examined
fifty years later by metallurfc:ist3 of the Bureau of
Standards, it was foiind substantially unchanged.
Because aluminum is a relatively new metal from which
roofing and siding materials are made, many questions r^iain
unanswered in making recoimnendationa for its application.
The farmers are not aware of the limitations of this sheet
metal and as a consequence much of the material is applied
improperly.
Limitations of aluminum
A limited survey of farm buildings was conducted by the
author in Northwestern Iowa before this project was begun.
Other trips also were made to various localities to see
Specific buildings which had alumlnxaa applied to them. The
observations made on these trips proved very definitely
that aluminum has limitations, and if they are not respected
the results may be quite costly. Figure 3 shows a case in
which nail heads ruptured 0.019 inch corrugated sheet aluminimi
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Fig. 3, Nails which ruptured the 0.019 inch corrugated
sheet aluminum while it was being applied.
Picture was taken of a newly constructed com
bin at Cedar.
Fig. i|.. Fasteners that have ruptured the corrugated
0.019 inch aluminum siding on a machine shed
in Pocahontas County.
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durlng application. Either the carpenter who applied the
material was very careless or the sheet aliminion was not
strong enoTigh t o give the reqtiired stability. The holes
which resulted are not only undesirable but the nails ad
jacent to the hole must can^y an extra load to secure the
sheet• This additional pressure under certain conditions
may be sufficient to cause the adjacent nail heads to rupture
the material also. As a consequence a very minor defect in
the building could very easily lead to laajor damage. Figure
[4. shows a case in which the fasteners ruptured the 0.019
Inch sheet alumlniim on a machine shed.
Inadequacies of previous tests
The limited Information available on previous tests
with sheet alximinum is further reason Tor this Inveatlga-
tlon« The methods used by previous investigators to test
the sheet aluminum are probably as ood as any that have
been devised, but the roofinc material was never properly
identified nor were the synthetic washers that were used.
The adequacy of the number of tests from a statistical stand
point is also very questionable.
Objectives of the Study
The study of the resistance of sheet aluminum to rup
ture by the heads of various types of roofing nails was
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undertaken with the following objectives In mind.
1. To set up a progrpJtt by statistical methods for
testing various types of sheet metal roofing
with as many different types of nails as possible.
2. To determine the nail head characteristics that
are least ll^^aly to induce rupture in the sheet
metal which the nail is supposed to hold.
3. To determine the relative merits of aluminum
nails as compared to steel nails in relation to
their strength and rupture-Inducing character
istics*
To compare the relative merits of lead encased
heads, lead washers, and synthetic washers in
relation to their rupture-inducing characteristics
5. To compare the lerlts of wedge and flat shaped
synthetic washers.
6, To determine the eifeots of nail head size on
rupttiro resistance of sheet altiminum.
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THE INVESTIGATION
Selection of Equipment
A nail pulling machine orieinally designed and built by
Milton S, Henderson (11) was selected as being the most
suitable for running the rupture resistance tests* The ma
chine, as originally constructed, constated of a pressure
cell enclosed on one end by a diaphraam^ The load was
applied directly to the Uaphragra i^hich put the fluid in
the cell under pressure. A suitable hose from the cell
transraitted this pressure to a properly calibrated I ourdon
gage .;hioh allowed a direct reacUn£, to be made of ^he ap
plied load.
In 19ij.B a hydraulic cylinder was installed to replace
the diaphragm and cell. Calibration checks made with the
cylinder before conducting the rupture resistance tests
proved that the cylinder was unsatisfactory below the 200
pound range* The same type of checks were run with the
original cell and dia^hragjn. This combination showed less
error in the range b,low 200 pounds as a result this
system was used.
The ourdon pressure gage was tested before any rupture
resistance tests were run. Results showed that the gage
was inconsistent before it rer-.ched the 100 pound mark. The
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amount of error in pounds steadily decreased as ihe load
was increased. After the 100 pound mark was passed, the
error was consistently loss than 1«$ percent.
All sheet aluminum was anticipated to have a rupture
resistance of 60 pounds or over# Two lead weights wei^^hing
J4.I pounds were applied as a dead load in order that all
readings would be in the ran£.e above 100 pounds.
Preliminary Tests
The investigation of the project was begim by running
some preliminary tests on both flat and corrugated sheet
aluminiam* These trial runs were made in an attempt to
simplify and iraj^rove on the procedures used by previous in
vestigators. As a result a nail shank holder was devised
and subsequent tests were rtm by piilling the nail head
through the material instead of pulling the sheet metal over
the nail head. The eventual results of the rupture re
sistance are the same* These lodiflcations simplified the
procedure and also lead to the method of testing the cor
rugated sheets in long strips instead of small squares.
Preliminary tests were run by using only one type of
nail with both flat and corrui^.ated sheet aluminum* Base^
boards having holes from one-half to four inches in diameter
were used for the different tests as a foiindation for the
ulximinum test strips# The hole variations showed little
difference in the rupture resistance of the flat and
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aorrucated sheet metal. The tendency of the 0,019 inch flat
aluminian strips to buckle suad pull throttgh the hole proved
to be the limiting factor in deteirraining the largest sise of
hole that could be used. The corrugated and flat sheets
flh:3wed very little variation in rupture resistance as the
size of hole in the baseboard was changed#
Selection of IJails
To limit the field somewhat, all nails with smooth
shanks were eliminated. This was done because previous in
vestigations have shown that smooth shank nails are very
subject to creep and have a low withdrawal resistance.
These characteristics make the nail generally unsatisfactory
as a roofing fastener, Consequently, even if a smooth shank
nail had an Ideal head. It would still be unsatisfactory
for its intended purpose.
The selection oi" the nails to be tested was one of the
most difficult problems encountered. The first group which
was chosen consisted of 12 roofing nails commonly found on
the market. These were to be tested with the three most
com lion thicknesses of aluminum. A statistical analysis was
made and the number of teats required to get reliable re
sults were determined.
Such a test program would have ahown (1) which nail was
better than another nail, (2) which group of nails was better
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than another ^roup, and (3) which sheet aluminum was the most
effective in relation to Ita thickness. Investigation of
t'lis pro^^ram revealed that it did not achieve the oojectives
for which the study was intended. There was no way to do-
teinine the charactoristics of a particular nail head which
made it less probable to induce rupture. As a result this
program was abandoned and another selection of nails was
made.
The second group was chosen on the basis of nail head
characteristlos. 1'his method of selectl .>n did not prove
completely satisfactory since several roofing nails on the
market today had to b. eliminated because t-ieir head char
acteristics were ^:ot comparable to the head characteristics
of any other nail.
A simple illustration may be the best explanation of
the above statement. Suppose that cm aluminum and a steel
nail with identical characteristics liad been soleoted for
the tests and t hat after the experiment had been run one
nail proved consistently better than the other. The superior
performance of the one nail could then have been attributed
directly to the fact that It was made of aluiulnum or steel.
ITow If tv7o other sLullar nails would have been selected, but
neither had the same diameter head or head configuration,
the superior perfoManoe of the one nail could not have been
attributed to ajiy particular nail characteristlo. The
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better performance cotild have been due to the different metal
tyoea, the different diameter heads, the dliferent head con-
fif^xirations, or perhaps because of all three. Kails which
fell Into this cato^ory wore eliminated from the tests.
The nail head characteriatics were Iven primary con
sideration in making the selection while the shank and point
characteristics were considered as secondary. Several at
tempts were made to limit the characteristics 'x> the head
only. But since various nails have different shank diam
eters, the importance of the original hole punctured by the
nail point and shanlc obviously could not be overlooked. The
nails which wero used are shovin In Flcure 5 and additional
information concerning them is listed in Table I.
Nail Head Changes
Head changes were effected on elf^ht of the nails having
comparatively large diameter heads in order to make the final
comparisons of the nails as valid as possible. In general
the bare-head diameters of the entire group of nails fell
into two categories which may be considered as larfe::e and
small. All nails having smirill bare-heaf'' diameters had lead
encased lieads. All nails having large bare-head diameters
were fitted with either a lead or a neoprene washer. The
heads of the nails '.vith the lead washers were partially en
cased, thus preventing any head chanres. These nails had
the smallest heads In the large diameter group and were
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Table I
Variations and Code llumbers of Hoofing Hails
17atl!Hail;As used:Washer :Outside:rIail:As odd:Washerillail
no« mat.:bare !or en- ;shank :oode:bare tor en-:shanlc
thead ;casing-^;dla. ;no. thead ;casln£;:type
tdia. : : • :dia. • ;
inches inches inches Inches
1 Al. 0.350 S:,T3* P. O.lii.6 17l|4 O.kH 0.398 Ring
z Al. 0.3^0 Syn. w. 0,lli.6 173i^ 0.1).ll 0,339 Ring
3 St. 0.350 Syn. F. 0.138 2714.3 0.372 0.398 Ring
\ k St. 0.350 Syn, w. 0.13B 2733 0.372 0.339 Ring
$ Al. 0.350 Syn. F. 0.169 17lt8 O.li.30 0.398 Screw
6 Al, 0.350 Syn. w. 0.169 1738 0.1|30 0.339 Screw
7 St. 0.350 Syn. F. 0.169 271^^^ o.l|4o 0.39^' Screw
B St. 0.350 Syn, kV. 0.169 2738 0.)|!i0 0.339 Screw
9 St. o.3i^o Lead Wa, 0.150 2525 0.3lt0 O.ij.68 Screw
10 St. 0.31J-5 Lead Wa, 0.152 2626 0.31J.5 0.i|.68 Ring
11 Al. 0.281 Lead En. 0.11).6 12111. 0.281 0.375 Ring
12 St. 0.277 Lead En. 0.133 2111 0.277 O.W Ring
13 St. 0.28it Lead En. 0.136 2312 0.284 0.376 Ring
Ik St. 0.2^5 Lead En. 0.169 21|a8 0.285 0.375 Comb.
15 St. 0.281 Lead En. 0.l61j. 2217 0,281 O.I;37 Screw
16 St, 0.261^. Lead En, 0.l61t. 2317 0,28ij. 0.i;36 Comb.
4f3yn,, Synthetic; F., flat; wedge; washer;
iitn«9 encased '
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subsequently used as a basis for cutting down the heads of
the other rialls having large diameter heads. The heads
were out -'ovm to a diameter of 0.350 of an inch with a tol
erance of plus or minus 0.00^ of an inch. The head reduc
tions were made with a lathe. In most cases the aluminm
heads required a greater reduction then the steel nails*
iTo head changes could be made on any of the small diam
eter bare-head nails since they were ^11 lead encased. The
preliminary tests as well as previous investigations showed
that the lead heads sheared from the nail before irupture of
the sheet material occurred. This indicated that the size
of the lead head actually has very little effect on the puJ.1
required to rupture the sheet material. The respective
bare-head diameters of the nails with lead encased heads
are indicated in Table I,
Hail Code Kumbers and Designations
A code system was devised to show comparative char
acteristics of the various nails. Since all of the nails
tested were made from either aluminum or steel, the X'irst
digit of the 3ode number includes only 1 and 2 as is indi
cated below.
First dii?.it Material
1 Ali;iminum
2 Steel
-1^0-
The second dlgtt of the code number represents the
relative head dlaxaoters of the various nails. The numbers
are from 1 to 7 and indicate heads of increasing diameters.
The digits desi£^ate diaraeters as s'lown.
Sec:}nd dir.it Bare-head diameters
1 Dia. of 0.277 inches, ssiall head
2 Dia, of 0.2^1 inches, small head
3 Dia. of Inches, small head
U. Dia. of 0.285 inches, small head
5 Dia. of 0.3lj.0 inches, large head
6 Dia. of 0.3i4-5 inches, large head
7 Dia. of 0.350 inches, large head
The third digit Indicates the type and material of the
washers or encaslngs on the nail.
Third dlf:it Encaalnr. or washer, material and t.npe
1 Lead encased head
2 Head with a lead washer
3 Head with a wedge synthetic washer
it Head with a flat synthetic washer
The fourth digit Indicates the cassparative shank dlam»
eter of the nails in the test. The members are from 1 to 8
end are in the order of increasing diaraeters.
Fourth dip,it Shanlc diameters
1 Indicates diameter of 0.133 inches
2 Indicates 'iameter of 0.136 inshos
3 Indicates diameter of 0.138 inches
-iA-
I4. Indioafces diameter o£ 0.11i.6 Inches
5 Indicates diameter of 0«150 inches
6 Indicates diameter of 0#l52 inches
7 Indicates diameter of O.I6I4. inches
8 Indicates diameter of O.I69 inches
The nail with the code number 17I4J4. can thus be readily
identified as an aliamlnxan nail having a large diameter bare
head with a flat syntfietic wp.sher and the foiirth smallest
shank diameter of all the nails in the test group. The
code niimbers of all the nails are listed In Table I and can
be interpreted in a siiailar maimer.
Synthetic Washers
Two different synthetic washers v/ere used. One was
gray and wod£^e shaped while the other was black and flat.
Both were identified by their resoeotive manufact-jrers as
washers made from a neoprene compound.
The gray synthetic washers have an approximate diameter
and thickness of 0, 39 and 0.1 inches, respectively. This
same type of washer is still on the market, but the color
has been changed to black* The addition of carbon black,
whloh is to make the washer more resistant to weather and
give it longer aging properties, is responsible for the
change In color.
The blaok and flat neoprone waahers have nover appeared
on the market to a creat extent. The diameter and thickneaa
of the wnsher are 0,39^ and 0.1 inches, respectively. They
consist of the aemie type of neoprone oompoimd that is com
monly used on electric refrigerator doors.
Statistical Planning
Bernard Ostle, assistant professor in the Department of
Statistics at Iowa State College, was consulted in an effort
to set up a program which would give reliable results on a
statistical basis. After much consideration, a plan was
evolved which required lliat for each experiment three nails
be used with the same thickness ol' matei'lal. Since 16 nails
were to be used, 14.8 tests were required for one thickness of
material, V.'ith three thicknesses of material one oor;:plete
experiment included the p\illlng of IJjli. nails. Accordini^ to
the Statlatioal Department, four replications v/ore necessary.
Consequently, a total of 57^ nails had to be pulled for the
complete testing of any one particular type of material tn-»
voicing three thicknesses. If only one thickness was tested,
the total was decreased by tv/o-thlrds.
Various randomizations v/ere uaed to determine the order
in which the thicknesses of materials were to be tested.
The thlclcnesses were codiiiedto eliminate any bias during
the analysis of the results. The letters A, B, and C were
-1^3-
ueed to represent the thicknesses of 0-020, 0.025, and 0.032
inches, res oeo t ively♦
Randomizations of a similar nature wore used to de-
teritiine the order In w':iioh the naMs were to jo tested with
each thickness of material. The randomizations used In the
different replications are shown in iigtire 6,
Standard Procedure
Tests -• flat sheets
The same nail-pulling machine used for running the pre
liminary tests was used to run the tests for making the
final analysis of the problem. Before the tests were be
gun, the diapliragm and oell were filled with kerosene.
The calibration of the Bourdon gage was checked by applying
lead weights to the pull-bar attao^Mont on the diaphragm.
Slight variations of readings could be obtained by adjusting
the position of the diaphragm and cell as well as the indi
vidual bars to which the pull was applied. The adjustments
could be made by turning the nuts on the bolts wliich were
used to hold tlie pressure cell and bars in place. Following
the necessary adjustment, the calibrations on the Bourdon
gage proved to be within 2 percent of the acl^ual weight at
the 100 pound mark and were accurate t o within 1 percent for
all weights applied thereafter. The weights were a iplled in
10 and 20-pound increments.
-U4-
Replication No. 1
Sheet Nail no.
B Hi. 12 13 2 7 16 3 8 15 9 5 X XO 6 k IX
C 15 9 7 5 llj. 6 XI 13 12 h 1 X6 8 3 2 xo
A 16 3 7 9 8 11 12 6 lii- 10 13 k 5 X 2 15
Heplicatlon No. 2
Sheet Nail no.
A 15 5 6 16 8 7 11 12 k 13 3 xo 9 1 2
B 5 10 6 11 lU 12 3 1 13 8 2 X5 X6 k 7 9
0 3 2 U 15 10 16 12 6 9 1 5 XI X3 8 7 k
Replloation No. 3
Sheet Nail no.
B 13 6 16 10 9 1 12 2 1^. 5 3 XX 7 X5 8 Ik
A 8 16 13 lU 1 1|. 7 10 9 3 2 6 11 k 15 12
C 8 1 k 12 13 16 5 15 Ik 11 10 7 3 2 9 6
Replloation No. k
Sheet Kail no.
C 6 8 IX 2 13 7 14 15 9 3 X 5 16 12 10 k
A 11 16 k 3 15 1 13 12 2 6 xo 8 5 7 Ik 9
B 12 5 15 3 6 13 9 7 14 2 k. X 16 XX 6 10
Fig. 6, Randomizations of the order In which the various
nails were pulled throiigh the different thick
nesses of sheet aluminum
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The maximmn roading Indloatox* on the gage was not used
because It proved to be unreliable. Besides better readings
could be obtained If the gage indicator was free to move
without having to push the maximum reading indicator. This
arrangement, although considered the best for the equipment
available, was ;ot Ideal, The oerson running the testa was
restricted to watching the gage only and hence could not ob
serve the manner in which each individual nail pulled through
the sheet. In general, however, the movements of the gage
Indicator aa well as the resulting rupture pattern gave a
good Indication as to how the rupture occurred.
Flat sheet aluminum having thicknesses of 0.020, 0,02?,
and 0.032 inches was the first to be tested. The preliminary
tests had shown that a three-inch hole in the baseboard
under the nall-pulllng machine was the largest that could be
used without encountering difficulties of buckling in the
0.020-Inch material.
The 0.025 and 0.032 inch test sheets were out into six-
inch squares while the 0.020 inch teat sheets ware out Into
squares of seven inches. The latter material was out larger
since it was still inclined to buckle if out in smaller
squares. The siae of the test sheets did not affect the
rupture resistance beoause the circumference of a three-inch
hole was used as a bearini; area for all of the thicknesses
tested.
The tests were begun after ihe necessary preparations
-46-
hftd been made* Flgiire 7 shows the nall-piiXllng maohlne and
the pressure tar© as they were used for testinc the flat
sheets* '/he procedure was to take the speoifled test square
and center It over a board with a tyo-inoh hole* Ihe
speolJTled na.ll yas then driven through the sitiall tost sheet
before both were Inverted and oentered tmder t he baseboard
of the nalX- >ulllng machine* The nalX shank holder on the
ptiXllng meohanlsa was attached to the nalX and an eXeotrle
motor suppXled the power for oTiXXtnL the nail in an upward
direction at a constant rate untiX rupture occurred.
The motor was then shut off and the pulling mechanism
was lowered b means of the hand crank on top of the nail-
pullini, laGGhlne. iollowlne the romoval of the tost nail,
tlie stmie ppooediure was rcT^eatod for the next test*
Tests • oorruF,ated sheets
The preliminary tests with the corrugated sheets were
conducted with baseboards having holes of varying slses.
Test ehoets were cut Into pieces about five inches square*
The observation was made that the oorrutation throuch which
the nail was driven would I'latten out throti^^h the entire
length of sheet as the pull >n the nail boc,nn. An attempt
was made to co nter this action h' restricting the sides of
the sheet. S lae success was achieved but the test procedxire
was not satisfactory beo^^use it did not Blmilate aotiml
conditions* On a boiXding the sheets would be applied in
-1^7-
long lengths and the oorru^^ations would not flatten out as
readily. Additional preliminary tests were run without the
baseboard# The test sheets were made siiffioiently long to
span the eight inches between the supports of the nail-
puULing machine. The width of the sheet was made sufficient
to prevent buckling across the corapugatlons. This procedure
^forked very well and was adapted for rxuming the tests on
the corrueated sheets.
Only the 0.019 inch t^iiokness of material was available
for testing. Sheet aluminum with 1.26-inch corrugations is
also made in the 0.025 inch thickness but none of this
material could be purciiased locally nor could it be secured
from the manufacturers.
The test aheets were cut into strips four feet long and
five corruLations or six and one-quarter inches wide. Figtire
8 illustrates the manner in which the tests were conducted.
The rupture tests on the sheet were spaced at six-inch
intervals along the length of the corrugation. This spacing
was sufficient to allow a perfect undaiaaji^ed section of the
test sheet to span the distance between the supports of the
na.l-pulling machine for each test that was conducted.
Identification of Sheet Aluminum
The sheet aluminum for the tests was seciured locally.
Samples of the sheets were sent to the Aluminum Company of
-k6-
Fig. 7. The nail-pulling machine with baseboard
used to test flat sheet aluminum
Pig- 8. The nail-pulling machine as it was used
to test corru^^ated sheet aluminiam
-li.9-
America for identification of the alloy and temper. The
mate'^ials were identified as shown*
Plat Sheet Altjrainum
Thlckneas Alloy Temper
0.020-ln. 2S H18
0.025-in. 33 Hll).
0.032-in. Alclad lj.S H38
Corrugated Sheet Aliimlnum
Thioknesa Alloy Temper
0.019-ln, Alclad XB163 ——
Tests could not be made of the temper of the 0.019-
inch corrugated sheets because the material was t 00 thin*
Quantity of Materials
The total nmber of nails pulled was as follows:
Plat sheets
3 nails per tlilcknesa
3 thicknesses of material
16 different types of nails
i4. replications
Total - 576 nails
-50-
Gormgated sheets
3 nails per thickness
1 thickness of material
16 different types of nails
ii. replications
Total - 192 nails
Sma. total of nails - 768
The amount of flat sheet aluminum which was used is
as follows:
4 sheets 3'-0" x 8'-0" 0,020" material
3 sheets 3'-0" x 8'-0" 0.02^" material
2 sheets 3'-7" x 12*-0" 0.032" material
All of the above material was not necessarily used
since a craiplete sheet had to be secured if any portion of
it was to be used.
The amount of 1.26-inch oorruf;r;ated sheet aluminum which
was used is shown below.
k- sheets 2»-2" x 8*-0" 0.019" material
Some additional material was used in running the pre
liminary tests.
-51-
ANALYSIS
Rupture Patterns - FXat Sheet AltDEaimaa
The rupture patterns resulting from the various nails
gave some indication of how well the nail heads perfomed.
The type of rupture uhich occurred was directly influenced
by the initial hole punctured by the nail point. In most
oases vhe rupture was four-»comered« In some instances the
rupture pattern was triangular while in others it was pen
tagonal or even hexagonal in shape#
The four-cornered rupture pattern was moat c janraon In
the 0,020 and the 0,025-Inch test sheets when a diamond
pointed nail was used. In some cases the screw shanks
changed the Initial holes eno\i£;h so that the final ruptures
had five or six corners.
The triangular rupture pattern was most prevalent in
the 0,032-Inch sheet aluminum. This pattern often resulted
when the aluminum nail heads failed before complete rupture
ooourred. Another reason for t lis tyle of rupture was the
hardness of the material which resisted the cutting action
of the nail point. Sample rupture patterns from each type
of nail in each t'liokness of material are shown in F'igures
9 through 2I4,, A picture of each respective nail before and
after a rupture test with the 0,025—inch sVxeet aluminum is
also shown in the figures.
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Fig* 9* patterns In 0*020, 0*0259 0*032 Inch flat
sheet alnBimsn, respeoti^ly* Vail 1744. before and after
test vith 0*025 inch sheet*
Pig* Rapture patterns in 0*020, 0.025, and 0*032 Inch flat
sheet alnmintia, respectively* Hall 1734 before and after
test vith 0*025 inch sheet*
M
Jig*11. Rapture patterns in 0*020, 0*025, and 0*032 inch flat
sheet alumlnam, respectively* Hail 2743 before aid after
test vith 0*025 inch sheet*
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w
Tig* • fiopttar« patterns In 0-020, 0»025» end 0-032 ineh flat
theet alnmiaoDy respectively* Hall 2733 before and after
test with 0»025 Ineb sheet*
Fig*13» Roptore patterns in 0*020, 0*025f and 0*032 inch flat
Aeet altDnintsn, respectively* Hall 1748 before and after
test vith 0*025 Inch sheet*
Tig*ll|» Rapture patterns in 0*020, 0*025^ and 0*032 inch flat
sheet alumimna, respectlvelj* Hall 1738 before and aft«r
test with 0*025 inch sheet*
-Sk-
Rapture patterns In 0-020, 0*0251 and 0«032 Inch flat
sheet alumlmzn respectively* Nail 274^ befofre and after
test vlth 0-025 inch sheet*
ir.h ^
0
yig»l6« Rupture patterns in 0-020, 0*025f and 0*0^ Inch flat
sheet aluminum, respectively* Hail 2738 before and aft«f
test with 0*025 inob sheet-
0
Pig. 17* Rupture patterns in 0.020, 0*025, and 0.032 inch flat'
sheet alumlmm, respectirely* Hail 2525 before and after
test vith 0*025 ineh sheet*
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f
Pla. 18. Roptara patterns In 0.020, 0.025, and 0.032 Inch f^t
sheet aluminiDn, respeetlTely. Hall 2626 before and
after test vlth 0*025 Inoh sheet*
0
Kg* 19* Hoptore patterns In 0.020, 0*025f and 0*032 inch flat!
aheet altunintDD, respectiTely* Sail 1214 before and
after teat vlth 0*025 Ineh sheet*
Fig*20 • Rapture patterns in 0.020 , 0*025, and 0.032 inch flat'
tiieet alwlmnn, respeeti^elj* Kail 2111 before and
after test with 0*(S5 l&eh sheet*
I.
Flg.21
ng.22
.56-
f
iAlM
Hnptare patUrna in 0.020, 0.025, and 0.032 inch flat-
sheet alnmlmnn, respectlTely. Nail 2312 befoore and
after teat vith 0.025 inch sheet*
0
Rapture patterns in 0.020, 0.025, and 0.032 inch flat^
sheet aliffldnujn, respectiyely. Rail 2418 before and
after test vith 0.025 lx)ch sheet*
Fig.23 • Rupture patterns in 0.020, 0.025, and 0.032 Inch flai
sheet almlnron, respectlTely. Nail 2217 before and
after test vith 0.025 inch sheet.
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Plg*2l|., Bupttire pattaraa In 0*020, 0*025, 0«032 Inch flal
sheet altSDisnm, respectively* Hail 2317 before and
after test with 0*025 inch sheet*
W
o
Nail 173A Hail 173^
ooo o ooe
^ ^ ^ -irr "W O *f
Ifeil 17U Hail 1748
fig. 25* BepreaentatiTe head failures resulting from tests with
flat 0*032 inofa sheet aluminuni*
Hail Head Perfomanoe with Flat Sheets
Gomparlaon of steel and aluminum heads
Wall 1211; was the only aluminum nail tested with a
small lead encased head* The test results showed that it
performed third best of all the nails with lead encased
heads when tested v;ith the 0.020 find the 0.025-inch material,
In tests with the 0.032-inoh sheet aluminum, however. Its
position dro ped to fifth among the six nails with lead
enoased heads. This drop is not as great as it may seem
s:.nce the third best nail in the tests with the heavy
material had a resistance to rupture 'Jhich was only nine
pounds greater than that of nail I2II4..
A similar comparison may be made between the aluminum
and steel nails having large bare heads. The eluminum nails
performed equally as well as the steel nails in tests w ith
the 0.020 and 0.025-inoh sheet aluiainum. In the 0.032-lnoh
material the heads of the altmiinum nails failed by bending
or breaking before rupture in the sheet metal occurred.
Even with these head failures, the alu2;iinum nails performed
remarkably well in comp.-rison to the steel nails. If the
aluminum nails had not failed, it is quite probable that
their performance in the heavy sheet aluminum may have been
better than th&t of the steel nails.
-59-
Influenoe of nail shank diameters
The Statistical Department was consulted for an analysis
of all the data in order to determine if the number of tests
run with each type of nail was sufficient for reliable re
sults* In making this analysis^ a correction factor was
introduced for the different shank diameters of the respec
tive nails. The objective was to Judge all the nails on the
basis of having eqtial diameter shanks. The analysis showed
that only about one-eighth of the difference in the perform
ance of the nails cotild be attributed to the difference in
shank diameters. This was considered as very small and hence
was not investigated any further.
Compariaon of nail point types
All of the nails tested, with the exception of 2111,
had diamond points which pierced a square hole when the nail
was driven through the sheet aluminum. Some of the points
had long tapers ^hile others were somewhat shorter. The
type of hole punctxired by each was very much the same.
Several minor studies were made to determine if there
is any correlation between the hole initially punctured by
the nail point and the f .nal shape of the mature by the
nail head. To maice these studies any diamond pointed nail
was driven through a test square of sheet aluminum. Then
before subjecting it to the rupture test, a study was made
-60-
of the Initial hole. In an eiXort to establish some cor-
relationf a pencil was used to mark the predicted manner in
which the test square would rupture. The prediction lines
were an extension or the lour inolsions made by the nail
point.
This method of predicting the rupttire patterns was sur
prisingly accurate in the 0,020 and the 0.025-inoh sheet
aluminum. It did not work so well in the 0.032-inch sheets
because the initial hole was usually not so well defined.
The inipture lines were also more Jagged because the 0.032-
inch material was hard and had a tendency to break more
readily than to tear.
Some photomicrographs were made to get a better concept
of the original nature of the hole. These are shown In
Figures 26 through 28# Since the pictures were taken from
directly above the test square, they do not show the char
acteristics of the punctured hole vei*y well# In general,
however, the edges around the holes are bent back far enough
to show the incisions made by the nail points. The holes on
t e left were made with the diamond point on nail 2312
while those on the right were made with the conical point
on nail 2111.
The pictures show that the conical point does not
pierce the metal, but Instead it acts as a punch. The
punched-out sections are still attached to the edges of the
ruptured sheet metal. The holes resulting from the conical
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polnt of nail 2111 were round and did not have any particular
pattern. The holes which resulted from the diamond point of
nail 2312 were Initially square, but the nail shank changed
tiem to a ciroiilar shape.
WedF,e synthetic washers
The nails to whioh the wedge synthetic washers were
applied are 173^., 1730# 2733* and 2738# These nails per
formed better with the 0.025 and 0«032-inch sheet aluminum
than they did with the 0«020-inoh material. The slope of
the performance lines In Fl(.;ure 32 is greater for the inter
val between the heavier sheets. Three of the nails, 173^1-,
1733, and 2738* were consistent in their performances
relative to each other. The rupture resistances among these
varied only 11 pounds for the 0.020-inoh material, 17 pounds
for the 0.025-inoh material, and 20 pounds for the 0.032-
inch material.
Nail 2733 showed faster improvement as t he thickness of
the test materials was increased. Consequently, its per
formance line Is somewhat divergent from the others. In
vestigation of this nail shows that it was made of steel and
had the smallest diameter shank of all the nails tested with
wedge synthetic washers. Since the nail was made of steel,
there was no tendency of the head to bend or break before
rupture occurred in the sheet metal. These characteristics
undoubtedly had some influence on tae performance of the
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0.020
0.025
0.032 IN
NAIL CODE
2312 2418
NUMBER
FI6.3X. RUPTURE RESISTANCE OF SPECIFIED THICKNESSES
OF FLAT SHEET ALUMINUM WITH INDICATED NALS.
174 4
274 0
Q:I50 2743
1748
1734
1730
.020 .022
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NAIL CODE
1744
17 34
27 4 3
2733
1748
1730
27 4 0
2738
.024 ,026
THICKNESS (IN.)
FIG. 32, POUNDS RUPTURE RESISTANCE OF SPECIFIED THICKNESS OF
FLAT SHEET ALUMINUM WITH INDICATED NAILS.
.028
NAIL
NO
030 .032
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n&llm Figure 35 shows a picture of this nail being pulled
through 0«025-ineh sheet aluminum.
The wedge synthetic washers in general seemed to have
had more inriuenoe on t'le rupture resistances than the char
acteristics of the individml nails* The washers were rather
hard and non-resilient. In the tests with the 0.020-lnch
sheet metal, they were never compressed enovigh to lose their
wedge shape, but instead they ruptured the sheet roaterial
with ease. As the 0.025-inch sheet aluminum was tested,
the washers were compressed considerably and their original
wedge shape was less effective. Compression of the msher
set up tensile forces which, if great enoiigh, caused the
washer to fail at Its outer perimeter. In tevta with the
0.032-lnoh sheet aluminum, the wedge shape was still less
effective. The compression of the washer was considerably
greater and the tensile failure around the outer perimeter
was much more evident. A good example of how the washers
failed is Bhovm in Figvire 29. -tii^ure 35 shows the wedf^e
washer on nail 2733 in the process of rupturing a 0.025-
inch alumlnisQ test square.
The failure of the wedge synthetic washer helps to ex
plain the performance of the nails on which it was used.
If th« nail punctured a small hole in the sheet, the wedge
shape of the washer was initially less effective. Thus the
washer had to be compressed more before rupture in the sheet
started. The more the washer was compressed, the greater
C 200
2312
2317
2217
.020 .022
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NAIL CODE
N 0.
2525
2626
2418
2217
2317-
.024 026
THICKNESS (IN.)
NAIL
.028 .030 .032
FIG. 33. POUNDS RUPTURE RESISTANCE OF SPECIFIED THICKNESS OF
FLAT SHEET ALUMINUM WITH INDICATED NAILS.
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^'ig. 3U- Nail 271^.3 being tested with 0.025-inch sheet
alimiinum. Pictures are successive.
Pig. 35* Nail 2733 being tested with 0.025-
Inch sheet aluminum.
-70.
was the extent to which it failed. The greater the extent
of failure, the less effective was the wed^^e shape and the
greater waa the pull required to induce rupture.
Flat sTxxthetio washers
The flat synthetic washers in general proved to be far
superior to any other type of washer that was used. The
nails to which these washers were applied are 17i|i4-» 17^9*
27i(.3, and 27l(.8. These nails as a superior to all
the others tested with the exception that r.ail 2733 per
formed equally well in tests i/ith the 0.032-inch material.
Figure 32 shows their relative performances.
Nail 1744 proved best in the tests with 0.020-inch
material. It was made of aluminum and had the second small
est diameter shank of tais particular group. It raiked first
together with nail 2743 the tests tri.th the 0.025-Inch
aluminum but showed a sharp decline in performance with th«
0.032-Inch material. This decline in the heavy material
caa be attributed to the fact that the nail head failed by
bending or breaking. Figure 25 shows the manner in which
the nail heads failed.
Nail 1748 was another alumlnm nail but it was con
sistently the poorest nail in t?iis group. Investigation
shows that It and nail 2748 had the largest shanks of the
nails tested with flat synthetic washers. The slope of Its
performance line is also somewhat less between the 0.025
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and 0.032-inc5h. tlilclcnosaos of sheet metal. This can be
attributed to failure of the head as is shown in Figure 25*
Nail 27)4.0 is the only nail of all the nails tested
whose performance line has a constant slope throughout, thus
indicating that it performed equally well for all three
thicknesses of flat sheet altiminum*
The nail with the smallest shank in this group was
It did not perform the beat in the 0,020-inch material but
it shared first place with nail 17^1- in the ©♦025-inch,
material. In tests with the 0.032-inch aluminum it \tas the
best nail. Although its performance line has a slightly
smaller slope between the 0.025 and 0,032-inch material,
the nail head cannot be criticized for this fact.
The flat synthetic washer was very resilient and able
to resist the tensile forces which resvilted when It was sub
jected to compression. Since the washer was somewhat larger
In diameter than the nail head. It prevented direct contact
between the nail head and the sheet metal. The washer re-
maLned intact after tests with the 0,020 and the 0,025-Inch
material. Figure 3^ shows two successive plctxires of nail
271^3 in the process of rupturing a 0.025-inch test square.
The resiliency and cuehioninc effect of the washer are well
illustrated.
In tests with the 0,032-inch sheet alu-nlnum the washer
was often damaged by the shearing forces between the sheet
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metal and the nail head. In case ol" partial head failure,
the washer was generally pulled apart as the remaining por
tion of the nail head pulled through the test sheet, i'igure
25 shows, the condition of the washers after tests with some
0,032-inch material.
Lead washers
Only two of the nails tested, 2$25 and 2626, had lead
washers. The head characteristics of both nails were very
sirailar, but one nail had a scrow shanic while the other had
a rin£ shank* The type of shank was of ILttle iaportance
because both nails had diamond points which punctures square
holes In the sheet metal. The nature of these holes was
changed only slightly by the shanks of the respective nails*
The ring shank on nail 2626 rounded the original hole some
what while the screw shank on nail 2525 did not alter the
hole at all.
Above the ring and screw shank sections of these nails,
the shanks were enlarged for a very short distance. The
lead washer under the nail head extended down to this en
larged section on the shank. The purpose of this lead pro
jection was to establish a seal between the nail shank and
the metal sheet. Those nails may have desirable character
istics as far as sealing qualities are conceimed, but they
are not vei^ effective In preventing rupture of the sheet
metal which they are supposed to hold.
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The pull required to rupiure the sheet aluminum with
nails having lead washers was approximately the same as for
naila X21k» 2UlS, 2217, and 2317* Figure 33 shows the re
spective rupture resistances in the form of a line graph*
When nails 2$2$ and 2626 were ocxnpared to other nails having
large diameter heads and synthetic washers, the nails with
the lead washers in general were inferior. The only favor
able ooraparison which could be made existed with the nails
having wed^e shaped synthetic washers in the tests with the
020-inch sheet aluminum. The nails with wedge synthetic
washers had a rupture resistance which ranged between 10i|.
and 120 pounds while that of the nails with lead washers
ranged between 10$ and 113 poxmds. Both the wedge and the
flat synthetic washers were superior to the lead washer for
all other tests with the exception that nail 2626 had a
rupture resistance which was three pounds greater In the
0.025-inch material than the rupture resistance of nail
2736.
Lead encased heads
Six nails with lead encased heads were tested. One was
made of aluminum and the other five of steel. Their code
numbers are 1211]., 2111, 2312, 21p.", 2217, and 2317. Hails
2111 and 2312 proved to be superior to the other four nails.
The performances of nails 121ii., 2lp.8, 2217, and 2317
were rather consistent for all of the thicknesses of sheet
-Ik-
aluminum tested. The rupture resistances of this group varied
only ten poiaids in the 0«020 and 0» 025-inch material and 11
pounds in the 0.032-inch material. The graphs in Figures 31
and 33 show this information very well. None of the nails
was oonsistently superior for all thicknesses of material.
Since the rupture resistance variations were so small, the
nails could not be ranked according to performance. Instead
each individual nail in the group was considered to be
equally good.
Nail 2111 proved to be definitely superior to any other
nail with a lead encased head. It was unique in that it
was the only nail with a conical point. It had the smallest
bare head as well as the smallest diameter shan-:. The small
diameter shank may have been an asset, but the small head
probably offset the initial advantage of the small shank.
The lead heads on all of the nails sheared off before
rupture of the sheet metal occurred. This Indicates that
the bell head on nail 2111 was not responsible for its
superior performance, Brom all available evidence, the
conical point was the factor which made nail 2111 superior
to the other nails with lead encased heads.
Nail 2312 was inferior to nail 2111 but superior to
nails 1211j., 2ip.8, 2217, and 2317, Xn appearance nail 2312
was almost identical to nail 1211}.. The two respective code
numbers indicate that the former was made of steel while
the latter was made of aluminum. A further comparison shows
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that the ateel nail had the larger bare-head diameter and the
smaller shanlc. These oharaotorlstios of nail 2312 must be
credited with its superior performance.
The fact that one nail was aluminum and the other steel
did not influence the rupture resistance because in either
case the nail head was strong enough to rupture the sheet
metal before damage occurred to the head Itself,
A comparison with nail 2111 shows that nail 2312 had
the larger bare head and shank. Eut as far as rupture re
sistance is concerned^ these two characteristics have a
tendency to eliminate each other. The characterlstios of
the original hole punctured by the nail point seem to have
influenced the rupture resistance more than the respective
diameters of the head and shank.
All nails having lead encased heads seemed to ruptiu?e
the sheet metal in a similar manner. As the pull was applied
to the nail, all of the lead extending beyond the perimeter
of the bare nail head sheared off. The lead under the nail
head formed a cone which acted as a wedge and caused the
sheet metal to rupture sooner than It would have if the
head had not been encased.
A study of Figures 32 and 33 shows that most nails with
lead washers or lead encased heads performed siinilarly to
the nails with wed^e syhthetic washers. This indicates that
the lead wedges were also less effective in the thicker
sheet materials.
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Rupture Patterns - Corrugated Sheet Aluminum
The rupture patterns in the 0»019-inoh sheet aluminum
with 1.26-inch corrugations were not consistent for any par
ticular nail. The hardness of the material could not be
determined slnoe the sheets were too thin after the necessary
processing. The configurations of the lines along which the
metal ruptured were sinilar to those which resulted in the
0,032-inoh flat sheets. This does not indicate that this
material was treated to a full hard temper because the cor-
riigations undoubtedly had some effect on the rupture pat
terns which resulted.
The nails to which flat synthetic washers had been
applied occasionally produced a rather unusual rupture in
the conjugated sheets. The tests were conducted as usual,
but the corrugatl yti through which the nail was driven flat
tened out completely before the sheet ruptured. In such a
case the resistance to rupture was much greater because the
initial corrugatl>n was no longer effective and the synthetic
washer became more efficient on the flat surface. After
enough pressure was applied, the sheet would fall by split
ting perpendicularly to the corrugations for about an inch
on either side of the nail.
The directions in which rupture would occur in the cor
rugated sheets could not be predicted as was the ease with
the 0.020 and 0,025-Inch flat sheets. However, the final
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riiptur© in most cases was atill Influonjod by tli6 original
incisions made by the four corners of the nail point. The
lines along which the rupture occurred were ordinarily not
straight but ciirved in al.noat any direction.
Th© corrugations in the sheet influenced the rupture
pattora because the pressure applied by the nail head was
more along the length of the corrugation than perpendicular
to it. However, If the connigation flattened out, as it
did in some oases,the pressure of the nail head was equally
distributed.
Nail Head Performance with Corrugated Sheets
The resistance to rupture of the various nail heads was
nmch smaller in the corrugated sheets than it was In the flat
sheets which had approximately the same thickness. Figure
36 shows the difference In rupture resistance which re
sulted for the respective nails. A true comparison, how
ever, c annot be made because the sheet matorlala were not
tested under the same conditions. The alloys for the sheets
were not the same and the flat sheets were rolled 0.001 of
an inch t Icker than the corrxigated sheets. Eecause of
these differ nces, figure cannot bo used to comparo the
performance of the two sheet materials. Instead it shows
a owuparison of performance for the respective nails in each
thickness of material.
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ir>
lALCLAO XBI6S ALUMINUM ALLOY
0.019-IN. THICK WITH 1.26-IN. COR
RUGATIONS TESTED ACROSS AN
8-(N. SPAN.
'aS-HtS ALUMINUM ALLOY FLAT
SHEET 0.020-IN. THICK TESTED _
WITH A 3-IN HOLE IN BASE
BOARD UNDER TESTING MA
CHINE.
ID
lO
1744 2743 1748 2748 2525 1214 2312 2217
1734 2733 1738 2738 2626 2111 2418 23k7
NAIL CODE NUMBER
FIG.36. RUPTURE RESISTANCE OF SPECIFIED SHEET ALUMINUM WITH
INDICATED NAILS.
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The author Is not completely satisfied that the resxats
obtained from the tests with the corrusated sheets are con
clusive. Original plans were to run testa with at least
two thicknesses of corrugated materials. The 0.025-inch
aluminum sheets with the 1.26-inoh corrugations, however,
never bocame available so those tests we^e not run. If a
study is made of the collected data in the Appendix, the
range of rupture resistance for most nails can be seen to
be quite great. Before any definite conclusions can be
reached, the tests with the 0.025-inch corrugated material
should be run and an analysis should be made by the Sta
tistical Department to determine if sufficient data have
been collected. A preliminary analysis of the collected
data indicates the results which are stated in the following
paragraphs.
WedRe synthetic washers
Nails 173il.> 1739, 2733i and 273^^ were supplied with
wedge synthetic washers as their code numbers indicate.
These nails as a group showed the smallest resistance to
rupture of all the nails tested with corrugated material.
The steel nails, 2733 and 2738* performed the best regard
less of the nail characteristics. Their average resistance
to rupture was 714- pounds while that of the alimiinum nails
varied between 68 and 69 pounds.
.80^
Flat synthetic washers
The teat results of the nails with flat synthetic
washers showed some correlation between the characteristics
of the nail and its resistance to induce rupture. Hall 17U4
performed the beat and was followed by nail 271^3* Each had
a comparatively small shank. Nails 17i}.B and 27ij.fi had large
shanks and showed a smaller resistance to rupture.
Lead v/ashers
Nails 2525 and 2626 were consistently better than the
nails with wedge synthetic washers. This consistent superi
ority indicates that the characteristics of the individual
nails were not responsible for the better performances but
Instead the washers wilch were used with the respective
nails. The lead wedgies resulting from the lead washers were
not as effective in inducing rupture as were the wedr© syn
thetic washers.
Lead encased heads
Nails 2111 and 2312, which were the best In the flat
sheet aluminum, were also the best in tests with the cor
rugated material. The aliminum nail 121ii.> which ranked third
in tests with the 0.020-inch flat sKcets, was the poorest
nail with a lead encased head in tests with the corrugated
sheet metal. The remaining nails with lead encased heads
-81-
perfonned ©quaULy well rolativ© to each, other as they did
in the flat sheet aluininuui.
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DISCaSSION
Suggestions for Improving the Aluminum Nail
In teats with the 0.032-inch sheets, the large aluminum
nail heads proved to be too weak. The head failures would
have been even more evident if the nails had been used as
they are sold on the market. For the ruptiore tests, the
large diameter aluminum nail heads were reduced in size by
amounts varying from 0«06l to 0«080 of an Inch. Several
tests were run with nails on iriilch the head size had not
been reduced. Almost Invariably the complete head sheared
from the nail shank. This weakness of the head is also ob-»
vious when a person attempts to withdraw a defoiiroed shank
nail from a The tests further indicated that a
conical point would give the aluininum nails a greater re
sistance to inipture. (See pages 57-62),
Limitations of Teats
Simulation of wind action
The testa were not an exact simulation of wind action
on a sheet metal roof. Under actual conditions the sheet
metal is subjected to tensile ad well as vertical shearing
stresses. The tensile forces were rot considered because
they could not be /orked into the test procedure uithout
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Increasing the complexity of the problem considerably. The
tensile Xoroea may be significant in that they may cause
the nail holes in the sheet metal to elongate and thus make
the sheet metal more subject to rupture by the nail head.
Conditions of lead enoasinp-.s
The lead enoasings on the nails having lead encased
heads were in excellent condition when the rupture tests
were conducted. The only deformation in the lead head
occurred when the nail was driven throuf;^ the sheet aluminum.
If the nail were used to actually fasten sheet metal, the
lead head would be deformed considerably more as a result
of the nail being driven into the girt, Henoe there is a
poasibillty that the lead encased heads would perfom some
what differently on an actual roof.
Alloys and Tempers of Test Materials
All of the teats rtin in this project were originally
planned v/ith one alloy and one temper of sheet altiminum.
If these plans could have been followed, the test results
would have shown the effectiveness of each thickness of
sheet aluminxm. Thereafter determinations could have been
made to see which thickness of sheet material was the best
to use relative to Its thickness.
Since the sheet aluminum could not be secured in one
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alloy and one temper, the testa were run with materials
secured locally* The most effective thickness or temper
cannot be determined froan the tests run because both the
alloys and the tempers changed for each thickness of alum
inum v^ich was used. (See page
Suggestions for Further Study
Sheet steel
Teats similar to those which were run with the flat
sheet aluminum could be run with flat sheet steel. By using
various gages of sheet steel with the most coromon temper,
the most effective thickness for fana use could be de
termined. If the temper proved to be an Important factor,
tests could be run with one thickness of sheet steel with
various tempers to determine wliich is best. Similar tests
could be run with sheet steel having 1.26 and 2.66-inoh
corrugations.
Sheet aluminum
PHxrther testa could be run with 1.26 and 2.66-inoh
corrugated sheet almlnum. If the problem of thickness and
tempers becomes important, the tests with the flat sheets
could be repeated; first, with only one temper and various
thicknesses of material and second, with only one thickness
of material and various tempers.
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Halla rejected
A study could be made of the ni.lls ^ich wore rejected
for these tests. Even If the head characteristics are not
comparablof the nails could be tested and the performance
of one nail could bo compared to that of anotlwr. (See pages
Hall points
The diamond and conical nail points deserve further
study# The cjnlcal nail point seems to have very definite
possibilities as far t\B increasing 3?upture resistance quali
ties of the nail. All tests which have been conducted show
the oonloal point to be superior* None of the tests, however,
were based on a statistical analysis of the problem* (See
pages 59-62.)
Lateral resistance to rupture of sheet metals
A series of tests could be conducted to determ'.ne the
lateral resistance to ruptu e of both sheet aluminum and
sheet steel by va lous types of nail shanks. Some correla
tion may bo established between the lateral resistance to
ruptuT'e of the sheet metals and the lateral stresses caused
b/ certain wind velocities.
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STJMI'-IARY
1. The problem was selected and considered important
enough to merit an Investigation.
2» Several field trips were made to determine the ex
tent to which the problem existed on the farm.
3. A review of literature concerning the problem was
made*
i|.. The study was justiiied hj the existence of the
problem and by the losses which are annually inflicted by
wind damage.
5« The objectives of the problem were set lorth.
6. The testing mechanism was selected and tested for
accuracy of measurement*
7* Preliiulnary tests were run to determine the condi
tions and procedures to be used in the standard tests.
8, The nails were selected and the large diameter
heads were cut dowr. to a standard size,
9, The flat and synthetic washers were applied to the
respective test nails,
10. A statistical analysis was made of the problem to
determine the number of tests necessary with each nail for
each thickness of material.
11. The test materials were secured locally since the
desired sheet alumlniam could not be obtained from the manu
facturers .
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12, A test strl.5 from each type of sheet aluminum was
sent to the Aliirainuia aorapony of Amorica for an analysis of
the alloy and its temper.
13, Saiples of the neoprene vjas!iers wore sent to the
nail and synthetic washer producers for proper Identifica
tion.
li^.. Tests were rvm. with all throe tiiicknesses of flat
sheet aluminum.
15. Tests were run with only one thickness of oorpu—
gated sheet alurainuzn.
16• An analysis was made of the collected data.
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CONCLUSIONS
1# The flat synthetic washers proved to be the best
of all the washers tested. In general the nails to whioh
these washers were applied showed a greater resistance to
rupture regardless of the oharaoterlstics of the Individual
nail or the type of sheet aluminum v^lch was tested.
2. Nails ii^ith flat synthetic washers were from 25 to
32 percent better in tests with the 0.020-lnch sheet alum
inum than was the best nail with a wed£;e synthetic washer*
The nails with flat synthetic was'iers were from lij. to 22
percent better in tests with the 0*025-inch sheet aluminum.
3» No true comparison of performance between the
nails with flat synthetic washers and with wedt,e synthetic
washers can be made In tosts with the 0.032-inoh sheet
aluminum because the wed, e washers failed before rupture
occurred.
The nails vith wed£.e synthetic w shers performed
equally well with n: lls having lead oncased heads or lead
washers in the 0.020-inch flat sheet aluminum. Nail 2111
was an exception to the above statement since it performed
13 percent better than the next best nail with a lead en
cased headf 14 percent better than the best nail vlth a
wodgo synthetic washer, and 21 percent better than the best
nail with a lead washer.
5» Tho oonloal point on nail 2111 must b© credited with
the superior porfoiroanc© of that nail.
6. The characteristics of the lead encased heads, the
lead washers, or the synthetic washers have more influence
on resistance to rupture than do the characteristics of the
individual nails.
7. The large hare heads on aliunimim na Is are too weak
to be used effectively with the 0»032-inch sheet alumimjon
used in the tests.
6. Lead from the lead washers and the lead encased
heads, as well as the synthetic material of the wedge
shaped washers, acted as a wedge xmder the nail head ajid
aided the nail to Induce rupture.
9« The size of lead head or lead washer on a nail has
no effect on the rupture resistance qualities of the nail
since the lead head or washer v/ill shear off before inipture
occurs.
10. The wed£,e synthetic washer used in these tests is
E^enerally unsatisfactory on a roofing nail because of its
shape and a^'iing properties.
11. The large bar© heads of the steel nails were super
ior in strength to the large bare heads of the aluminum
nails. The steel and alimiinum nails with small encased
heads perforraed equally well as far as the respective metals
are concerned,
12. If the nail heads do not fall, the size of rupture
••90**
resulting In the sheet aluminum Is much greater for the nails
having flat synthetic washers than It is for any other washer
and nail head combination.
13. The Alolad XVUGS alloy of the corrugated sheet
aluQilnum was much less resistant to rupture than was the
2S-ai8 alloy of the flat sheet aluminum,
1![,, The type of rupture which results in aluminum
sheet metal Is influenced considerably by the t^pe of point
on the test nail. The type of shank on the nail has little
influence on the final rupttire pattern.
15, All the nails tested show sufficient resistance
to rupture to socure one square loot of sheet metal roofing
in a 100 mile an hour wind.
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APPE^IDIX
HaU Ho.
Coda No.
Hat. Th.
Rap.
\
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Suptvor* ttofiatane* Data
Tlat 3h«ftt«
1 2 3 4
1744 1734 2743 2733
CB C A B c A B C A B
229 294 120 173 304 134 244 323 U7 182 296
241 285 U8 175 284 159 231 396 115 203 341
239 337 116 174 274 153 224 329 124 194 339
223 306 109 173 301 156 211 324 U7 179 325
209 277 109 179 307 155 231 374 135 189 294
243 306 119 184 257 U6 224 334 121 193 303
224 283 U5 165 260 158 239 261 122 184 321
239 294 115 166 273 166 233 333 120 203 294
219 299 122 175 248 166 219 289 U9 199 303
229 303 104 161 283 UB 238 344 133 173 316
229 304 106 183 286 U6 220 289 109 179 323
221 323 123 159 296 155 231 346 110 190 301
Itw Tot, 1908 2745 3611
JtTg. 159 229 301
CraiHl Total
1376 2067 3373
115 172 281
6816
1843 27A5 39(B
15* 229 325
nm
ua 2258 3756
120 188 313
7*55
Hall Ko 7 8 9 10
Coda HO' 2748 273« 2525 2626
Kat.Tb. A B C A B C A B C A B C
Rap. 161 222 315 127 U5 273 97 139 265 lU 165 234.
1 154 213 2«9 105 157 274 100 U7 247 m 154 257
155 2U 279 99 U3 281 99 169 261 96 155 271
la 205 277 100 174 280 HI 145 260 113 U9 264
2 153 2U 30" 101 U9 274 104 U7 259 106 159 269
153 216 3U 105 159 244 109 U' 243 U5 165 224
159 223 296 94 uo 268 102 168 250 105 169 .•!43
3 157 194 297 104 U9 267 107 163 273 121 165 249
U9 225 296 113 153 253 116 166 237 121 159 263
161 2U 301 92 164 235 103 U9 243 124 153 734
4 U9 2U 296 109 162 747 105 155 269 109 152 229
158 ?28 309 104 163 241 109 U5 219 U6 154 235
Id. Tot* 1«70 2582 3588 1253 1058 3137 1262 1340 3026 1352 1899 2972
Ava. 156 215 299 104 155 261 105 153 252 113 158 248
Grai^ Total 8040 6248 6128 tog?
RaU Ko 13 U 15 16
Code Ho 2312 2iU8 2217 2317
Kat.Th. A B C A B C A B C A B C
Itop. 123 176 266 119 153 256 107 135 257 lU 151 259
1 115 185 268 119 126 261 119 154 262 U1 U7 739
132 160 266 107 162 243 107 150 227 110 144 244
123 174 272 121 141 277 118 H9 254 109 U1 ?37
2 126 164 285 lU U9 239 104 139 240 116 154 256
U6 156 323 119 173 243 104 U9 2.;0 105 153 225
115 179 267 lU 171 235 101 153 229 11? 154 255
3 134 163 254 111 159 249 105 165 220 104 ue 243
124 164 237 99 159 243 93 134 235 109 140 255
122 164 254 U8 166 273 111 154 281 112 155 231
4 m 152 229 111 159 ?57 104 U5 245 109 139 264
U3 169 278 123 150 254 m 146 239 109 151 245
Iii.Tot.U54 2006 3199 1375 1868 3030 1287 1773 2909 1320 1776 2953
121 167 267 115 156 253 107 148 242 110 148 246
Oraad total 6659 6273 5969 6049
5
1748
A B e
159 205 309
U1 219 299
156 109 291
159 219 295
144 210 306
153 215 309
U9 219 277
U5 221 289
U5 2U 300
152 2U 3Ct4
U9 229 304
lU 205 286
1796 2566 3569
150 2U 297
79»
U
1914
A 6 C
102 161 246
lU 159 246
116 157 221
112 159 243
in lU 249
lU 156 237
135 161 246
119 153 241
116 U9 255
113 173 247
U5 158 251
131 164 2U
1398 1894 2926
117 158 2U
6218
6
1738
A S 0
106 169 278
U2 1«3 269
113 164 287
105 163 m
113 156 282
116 U5 280
117 U9 264
lit 160 272
lU 179 281
104 159 259
101 174 270
98 165 279
1313 1966 3304
109 164 275
6S83
12
am
ABC
134 189 319
130 203 ?33
129 237 259
129 207 266
153 184 283
143 184 273
U9 199 250
135 175 265
135 232 285
ua 179 249
139 183 284
129 216 294
1646 2387 3310
137 199 276
7343
Hat.Th.
lo.T'-t.
ltyticat«8 lutarlal tbiehiwaa.
Indleatas m total of Individual nalla.
A Indleatoi a shest thleknais of 0.020 Ineheg.
B lDd!cat«B a s^iaet thleloiaH of 0.025 incbaa.
C Indleatai a sheet thlelmaea of 0.032 Inehaa.
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Rupture Resistance Data
(1.26-ln« corrugated sheets - 0#019 in. thick)
Nail no. 1 2 3 A. 6 Jiu 8
Code no. 173li 27U3 2?33 17it5 27hii 27 3«
Rep.
131 6k 90 67 85 7k 96 65
139 63 91 68 85 69
99 63 lOlj. 69 120 75 83 7k
2 Xlk 70 100 62 108 71 109
91 69 107 63 97 70 10I|. 6!+
130 79 120 75 93 69 89 63
3 137 65 105 83 110 69 101^. 8U
137 72 102 90 98 7k 92 69
102 69 138 82 101 70 127 79
k lli| 67 111+ 80 85 63 120 73
loii 65 101 7k 9k 61 117 75
101 70 100 70 Ilk 68 121 90
Total 1399 816 1272 883 1190 028 121+9 889
Average 116 68 106 7li. 99 69 10i+ 71+
Hail no. 10 11 12 Ik 15 16
Code no. 2626 12114. ^111 2312 ^iiiy 2217 2317
Rep.
Ilk1 9k 3k 75 10k 79 79
111 B3 77 119 Bk 71 90 78
89 75 71 lOli. 87 98 80 89
2 99 90 85 114 101^ 62 79
F 79 ai 104 69 88 80 79
69 80 7k loli 10k 70 (>k 93
6it. 75 82 113 109 110 V" 63
7k 76 89 U6 88 76 86 78
00 79 Bk 126 90 75 63 97
k 83 81. 67 99 97 86 B3 77
82 77 7k Ilk 113 83 81
8o Ik 71 lli|. 93 96 80 61+
Total 1015 956 930 1331 U71 1029 95i+ 957
Average 85 80 78 111 98 86 80 80
